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On 31 December 2020, the Italian Tax Authority (ITA) published, in an FAQ
series, some comments on the VAT registration process for non-established UK
businesses following Brexit.
The ITA pointed out that, whilst direct VAT registration (under article 35-ter of the
VAT Act – Presidential Decree no. 633/72) is always available to businesses
established in another EU Member State, businesses established in a country
outside the EU can only apply for direct VAT registration if they belong to a state
that has signed an agreement for reciprocal assistance in the field of indirect
taxation, similar to the administrative cooperation agreements applying within the
EU.
So far, the ITA has restricted the possibility of applying for direct VAT registration
to EU-established businesses, the only recent exception being for Norwegian
businesses.(1)
From 1 January 2021 the United Kingdom is outside the EU.
The ITA has stated that, as soon as it has completed its review of the EU-UK
Trade and Cooperation Agreement (published on 31 December 2020 in the EU
Official Gazette), it will clarify whether a reciprocal assistance agreement exists
between the EU and the UK, pursuant to article 35-ter, and therefore whether
direct VAT registration will be available for non-established UK businesses going
forward.
Whilst this review is underway, the ITA has advised that non-established UK
businesses registered directly for VAT purposes in Italy should consider:
— ending their direct VAT registration under article 35-ter; and
— applying for a new VAT registration number via an Italian fiscal representative.
It is unclear at the moment what the consequences would be for non-established
UK businesses that have not appointed a fiscal representative in Italy, should the
ITA deny (in the coming weeks or months) the validity of their direct VAT
registration.
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(1) See Ruling no. 44 of 28 July 2020.
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Should the ITA do so, clarification will be needed as to
whether non-established UK businesses that have kept
their direct VAT registration in Italy after 1 January 2021
will be allowed to recover input VAT incurred between that
date and the appointment of a fiscal representative in Italy
‒ also considering that fiscal representatives are not
allowed to recover input VAT charged before their
appointment.
Hopefully the ITA will shortly confirm whether nonestablished UK businesses will be allowed to keep their
direct VAT registration or will have to appoint a fiscal
representative. In this second case, it would be reasonable
to expect (although this is still uncertain at the moment)
that the ITA will (i) introduce a grace period for nonestablished UK businesses registered directly for VAT in
Italy, (ii) confirm their right to recover VAT incurred
between 1 January 2021 and the appointment of an Italian
fiscal representative, without the application of any
penalties.
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